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There is no date listed on the document Remove all labels or markings that indicate previous use or
classification. Remove all labels or markings that indicate previous use or classification. It is highly
recommended to disintegrate hard disk drive storage devices in bulk lots with other storage devices.
Remove all labels or markings that indicate previous use or classification. Remove all labels or
markings that indicate previous use or classification. BDs cannot be sanitized by this method. DVDs
or BDs cannot be sanitized by this methd. BDs cannot be sanitized by this method. Remove all labels
or markings that indicate previous use or classification. Once power is removed, sanitization is
instantaneous. Smart Cards must be inserted diagonally into the strip shredder at a 45degree angle
for proper sanitization. Insure that the barcode, magnetic strip, and written information are cut into
several pieces and the written information is unreadable. Material must be reduced to ash. Proper
documentation is needed for media that meets the AOAP criteria and is designated for destruction.
This documentation will ensure the accountability and traceability of all AOAP. For specific guidance
on these Policies and Procedures please contact your organization’s Property Officer. Reference g.
Since California has banned incineration of electronics, it is not an option. The advantages of
deguassing and destroying hard drives over disintegration is that it is more efficient and
environmentally friendly. Disintegration is required only for flash memory such as SSDs and cell
phones. Deguassing and destroying a single 3.5” server hard drive takes less than 7 seconds.
Disintegrating an SSD to the 2mm requirement should take 10 minutes. Disintegration Solid state
drives SSDs cannot be degaussed because they do not store data on magnetic media. This ensures
that every chip on the flash drive is destroyed and data is not
recoverable.http://www.mariapitanga.com.br/admin/uploads/hotpoint-wd51-user-manual.xml
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manual 9-12 dated 13 march 2006.

These CDs were disintegrated with a shredder listed on the NSA Evaluated Products List. Most
organizations that fall under NIST 80088, HIPAA and PCI data destruction require that SSDs and
other flash media be shredded to.375” 9.5mm. This size shred ensures that all chips are destroyed.
Hard Drive Shredding Free Quote Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form. It
may not be available at this time, the URL may have changed, or we may be experiencing technical
problems locating it. If possible, include the resource’s title and the URL that is no longer working.
Reston, Virginia, nsa css policy manual no 3, listening to his account Search. Detroit, Wilson Pickett
released in proven of the drillers front orange; B teeth.Reload to refresh your session. Reload to
refresh your session. Please try again.Please try again.Please try again. In implementing E.O. 13526
Reference b, this manual reflect s the principle that protecting information critical to national
security and demonstrating commitment to open Government through accurate and accountable
application of classification standards and routine, secure, and effective declassification are equally
important priorities. Then you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or
computer no Kindle device required. Register a free business account To calculate the overall star
rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. The Kobra 240SC produces acceptable and correct cut to
comply with NSA requirements. Perfect for Government and Commercial applications.All rights
reserved. May 13, 2016 at 303 pm Because of the sensitivity of data and the access these cards
provide, the need to effectively destroy them when no longer needed is a critical security
issue.http://www.okna-gracja.pl/grupa_cateringowa/photos/hotpoint-wd64-manual.xml
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The National Security Agency NSA has evaluated a solution that meets their strict destruction
requirements. Not only is this solution capable of destroying CACs down to a particle size small
enough to insure complete security, the unit has also been evaluated by the NSA as an effective
solution for optical disks CDs and DVDs as well as EMV and magnetic stripe cards and SIM
Chips.However, prior to the personal computer, most information was stored on TAPES. Company
CEOs, Politicians, etc.When word spread these tapes would ruin his presidency, he wanted the tapes
destroyed but they never were and we all know what happened after that. What should President
Nixon have done. Throw them in the dumpster. Should he have bought a piece of equipment to
destroy the tapes or find a SERVICE that was capable of destroying the tapes December 10, 2014 at
349 pm You can recycle it, trade it in Best Buy, Staples and other retailers often give you credit for
trading in your old device, donate it to a charity Goodwill, Salvation Army , or sell it EBay, Craigslist,
etc.. While all of these methods are viable options for getting rid of your device, removing the data is
a different story. For the majority of the U.S Consumer market, a simple restore to factory settings is
“good enough.” For high security or sensitive data situations, “good enough” just isn’t enough.
Depending on your level of security, SEM offers a variety of destruction solutions. For most
Commercial “sensitive data” applications, a.375” SSD Shredder is sufficient. In “classified data”
environments typically found in “High Security” Government environments, an SSD Disintegrator
with a 2 mm particle size is available. Batteries in particular cause the greatest environmental
concern. As such, to get to the data carrying storage “chips” found in most SSD based devices, it will
require the disassembly of the device.

With the circuit board carrying the data chips separated, it can then be tossed into any of the SEM
solutions mentioned above. The batteries, glass, etc.Click here for an example from Direct Fix on
how to disassemble an iPAD. While this may be a bit of a hassle, it pales in comparison to havoc of
someone potentially having access to your sensitive data that may still reside on a discarded tablet.
So before you simply discard your old phone or tablet, be sure to remove the data carrying chips.
The standard rotational HDD can have up to 4TB of storage capacity at a relatively cheap cost per
GB. It is basically a HDD that blends the capacity of traditional rotating platters with the speed of
SSD’s by adding a small amount of highspeed flash memory on a single drive. The addition of a small
amount of flash memory will be less expensive than using a flash memory drive alone. Because only



a relatively small solidstate volume is required to achieve significant performance gains, a large
investment in a highcapacity SSD isn’t necessary. These NSA listed degaussers are suitable for both
Longitudinal Magnetic Recorded LMR Media and Perpendicular Magnetic Recorded PMR Hard Disk
Drives up to 5000 Oe and Magnetic Tape up to 2,800 Oe. See Degaussing options at SEM offers
some of the most powerful commercial use degaussers available. Ideal for the erasure of Sensitive or
UnClassified Data that resides on magnetic media such as Data Tapes and Hard Drives. Great for
Health Care, Financial and Banking industries to meet privacy laws such as HIPAA or CUI
Controlled Unclassified Information or PII Personally Identifiable information Data in a Government
environment. These units deliver extreme pressure to hard drives via a conical hardened steel punch
causes catastrophic damage rendering them inoperable. These units can be used to meet the
“destroy” mandate as part of the DoD’s DEGAUSS and DESTROY specification.

Let us do it for you with the Easy Shred Service Since Flash media cannot be degaussed, it has to be
physically destroyed to a 2x2mm particle according to the NSA. This will insure your data is secure
and no one can bring it back to life. SEM has developed specific solutions for Classified SSD
Destruction. The PD5SSDI SSD Crusher is specially designed to inflict maximum damage on SSD
memory Chips! Choose from 4 models with throughput capacities from around 150 drives per hour
up to 1500 drives per hour We can be a smart person meaning we can grasp and understand
problems and ideas. We tell our kids when they talk back not to be “smart”. We have “smart bombs”
which is the opposite of a “dumb bomb” but a “dumb bomb” can be made into a “smart bomb”. We
even have “smart” cars. Most of us don’t go anywhere without our phones. It once was a status
symbol but almost everyone has one. We can all thank Star Trek for our flip phones. They were great
and let us communicate with anyone practically anywhere on the planet. To bring this in
perspective, the Apollo Guidance Computer that took man to the moon and back didn’t have the
computing power of today’s most inexpensive cell phones. This means that the processor can do
multiple things at once. A dual core processor can do two things and a quad core can do 4 things
simultaneously. This basically states “anything that can go wrong, will go wrong”. This law applies to
everyday life and most of us have our lives on our smart phones. Our financial information, our



family members information and in the case of some of our military and intelligence organizations,
this can include sensitive or classified information.We were the first to create a disintegrator over 44
years ago and the first disintegrator for destroying hard drives. A hard drive is obviously much more
difficult to destroy than a cell phone. Physically they are easy to destroy.

http://oficinasdeteatro.com/images/configure-manual-internet-ps3.pdf

However, the main concern for destruction of a smart phone is the information contained in the
components of the cell phone. We at SEM www.semshred.com are very environmentally conscience.
After all, we are an ISO 14001 certified company. We suggest taking the battery out of the smart
phone first. Then take the battery to a recycling center. These choices can be mandated by the
information contained in the phone. If it is your family phone, you can simply smash it with a
hammer which renders it inoperative.If you are looking for top quality and durability, here is a
compelling case for their use in your classified operation. The 1201CC is the quietest classified
shredder I have ever used. The second feature that stands out is the all metal cabinet; very rare in
shredders these days. The clincher for the 1201CC case is the fact that the Cutting Head never
needs oil. That’s what I said. Never! Stacked heads are made up of cutters, deflectors, and spacers
that are stacked on opposing shafts. What makes the 1201CC different is that the spacer is this case
is a special fiber material instead of machined steel. The fiber spacer eliminates the friction caused
by steel on steel and it’s durable too. We have never had to replace a Cutting Head because of wear
to spacers. They last the life of the machine. By the way, if someone does damage a 1201CC Cutting
Head with a foreign object paper clip, coin, etc., this Cutting Head can be swapped with a new one
right in the office without special technical skills. The 1201CC is gear driven so the Cutting Head
lifts out without having to unhook a heavy chain. If you examine the shred residue from the 1201CC,
you will notice particles that are not uniform in shape and size like most crosscuts. Along with the
unique waste particle is a rotating Fan Press, a feature that mixes shredded waste as it drops into
the waste container for added security and an evenly filled waste bin.

http://ostroactivityholiday.com/images/configure-ip-manually.pdf
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The particle and Fan Press are top reasons this model is favored in the Intelligence Community.
Another reason is its solid 18 reams of paper per hour rating by the NSA. The compact size of the
1201CC has special benefits too. It will fit into a Diplomatic Pouch or the confined space of a
shipboard application. By that, I mean it wasn’t an existing model 12” or 16” paper shredder that
was adapted for optical media. It has a special 5.5” feed opening so there is no mistaking the
purpose of this classified shredder. The cabinet is noticeably thicker than ones used in other
shredders of similar size. That’s a major reason why it is the quietest optical shredder available. The
Model 0202 OMD has a LCD Touch Screen for a continuous visual of operation status. The clincher
for the 0202 OMD is its AutoSync Dual Voltage Feature. You can plug it into a 115 Volt 60 Hz or 220
Volt 50 Hz outlet. We even supply an extra cord with a 220 Volt plug. I’m also proud to tell folks the
0202 OMD is made in the good old USA. Contact your SEM Representative and they can assist you
with specifying these unique machines. They will be offering special discounts when these two
machines are purchased together. What if the Titanic were equipped with more life boats, what if we
had better security measures regarding air travel, what if I had a means to protect my corporation
and its directors against identity theft Identity theft is defined as a fraud that is committed or
attempted using a person’s or company’s identifying information without their authority. While you
may be more familiar with personal identity theft, corporate identity theft is on the rise. Why One
reason, corporate information is easier to obtain than personal information, two, a corporation
normally has a higher credit line than an individual, three; the corporation is usually not expecting
it. If your corporate identity is stolen, the end result can be devastating both financially and to the
corporation’s reputation.

For some companies the damage may be too extensive to bounce back from.Consider the amount
and type of information that is stored electronically and on paper statements at your office.
Financial, proprietary, personal, passwords, logins, and business contacts are all at risk. Do your
employees travel or work from home. If they do, they are probably utilizing a laptop or flash drive as
well as a company cell phone. Electronic devices while making it easier for the company and the
employees is at the same time creating a potential for corporate identity theft. What about old paper
documents that may or may not have important information on them. How many times have you
jotted information down on a piece of scrap paper, a receipt, the back of a phone bill envelope and



then tossed these items in to the trash receptacle. The best way to be assured that discarded
information, whether it is in electronic or paper form, is kept out of dishonest hands is to completely
destroy it. It is important that you speak with someone who is knowledgeable in the field of
document destruction semshred.com who can insure that your corporation is getting the equipment
or service, no more and no less, to meet your corporate needs. Hopefully your corporation has been
lucky enough not to be a victim of identity theft, however, luck always runs out. Your corporate
information is valuable and should be safeguarded. You may not always be able to navigate your
corporation past an iceberg, but you can make sure you have a lifeboat by making sure that your
discarded information is properly destroyed. These items are commonly turned in by departing
employees or replaced due to a technology refresh, and they pose a very large threat to your data
security. ABSOLUTELY Here’s why. Flash memory has become very popular in the small electronics
market.

https://www.communityheroesproject.org/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/fil
es/16288678788e9d---Can-am-outlander-650-service-manual-pdf.pdf

Compared to the traditional hard drive, this type of memory is not only smaller, lighter, and has no
moving parts, but it is also faster and can hold much more data. We will definitely see more of this
memory in the future. Unlike a traditional hard drive, once you put information on flash memory it is
there forever and cannot be erased, reformatted, or degaussed. Even though you can clear the
device and it appears to be empty, all the information that was ever put on the device is still there
and recovering it is not a very sophisticated process. Now that we know we have a problem, what
method can you use to securely and efficiently destroy this information.The disintegrator will shred
the devices minus the batteries please! into tiny pieces so you can be sure the information will not
be coming back. The National Security Agency has recommended destruction of SSD’s down to a
dustlike 2mm x 2mm particle, if the drives have any classified or Top Secret information on them.
The work is entitled Reliably Erasing Data From Flash Based Solid State Drives by Michael Wei,
Laura M. Grupp, Frederick E. Spada, and Steven Swanson. The authors work at the University of
California’s San Diego Center for Magnetic Recording Research. The research is a bit technical for
me, but some of the data is worth discussing here. They conclude that builtin erase commands are
effective, but they are not consistently and correctly applied by SSD manufacturers. Overwriting
usually works, but is not 100% effective. Erasing individual files is the most difficult problem. None
of the existing techniques used were effective. The authors make some recommendations for future
SSDs, but what does that do for the security manager that has drives in service now. If you have
SSDs in an environment where they can’t be shared or have failed for some reason, your only choice
is destruction. Although SSDs can be disintegrated, you should use caution when doing so.

Small thumbdrive type products can be disintegrated in office Disintegrators if the volume is small
and they are fed sparingly with other materials. Full sized SSDs should be opened before
destruction. Housings can be discarded in the trash or your metals recycling program. You should be
aware that chips and circuit boards cause much more wear to knives than paper and plastics. These
items should be mixed in with your classified paper during regular destruction. Try to avoid storing
up large quantities and destroying them all at once. Consider more frequent knife maintenance if
you destroy these items on a regular basis. If you have any doubts about destroying a particular
item, contact your SEM Regional Manager. They are always glad to meet and review your
application. IT Destruction Supplies and Consumables. Call Us At 8007363650. Our exclusively
designed SMEDV is a selfcontained, stateoftheart destruction plant that comes to your location to
easily, efficiently and securely destroy your hard drives, solid state drives and electronic media. This
process allows your staff to facilitate the handoff and observation of the destruction process. A
Complete Mobile Data Destruction Solution Data Destroyers specializes in classified, secure media
destruction. If your media contains highly classified or critical information, you need Data

https://www.communityheroesproject.org/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16288678788e9d---Can-am-outlander-650-service-manual-pdf.pdf
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Destroyers. Our 100% secure media destruction service is available throughout the entire west coast
of the United States and western Canada. Data Destroyers’ process ensures that all sensitive
information is destroyed from storage devices before they are shredded and ground. These grindings
are then transported to a specially designed facility for sorting into their respective elements like
silica glass, aluminum, and ferrous metals, which are then recycled. Having your data bearing assets
destroyed in this manner ensures complete compliance with all government or business
requirements.

Data Destroyers’ cuttingedge technology has the ability to shred your solidstate drives SSDs to the
smallest particle size available in the industry — 2 mm. Our personnel adheres to confidentiality and
nondisclosure agreements. Data Destroyers will provide you with a Certificate of Destruction, which
is accepted nationally by all federal agencies and compliance departments. The Mobile Advantage
Our SMEDV has many advantages for those looking for a secure and environmentally friendly way to
dispose of electronic waste Onsite at your facility or office saving you labor and logistics costs, and
allowing you to witness the entire process. Verifiable chain of custody through GPS tracking, online
monitoring, and digital recordings. Developed in conjunction with the U.S. Government, not only
does our process surpass published DoD regulations for the destruction of information, but also it
surpasses all U.S. Government standards for the destruction of extremely sensitive material. 100%
Recyclable. Like our exclusive destruction process, our fleet of SMEDVs grind your hard drives and
computer equipment into 100% recyclable material. Environmentally Friendly. Our mechanical
process does not use any solvents or other hazardous chemicals that can harm people or the
environment. Did we mention that our process results in a material that is 100 percent recyclable.
Contact Data Destroyers today to request a quote and schedule our Secure Mobile Electronic
Destruction Vehicle SMEDV to visit your facility. All Rights Reserved. We’ve made big changes to
make the eCFR easier to use. Be sure to leave feedback using the Help button on the bottom right of
each page!The Public Inspection page may alsoWhile every effort has been made to ensure thatUntil
the ACFR grants it official status, the XMLCounts are subject to sampling, reprocessing and revision
up or down throughout the day. This information is not part of the official Federal Register
document.

These can be usefulOnly official editions of theUse the PDF linked in the document sidebar for the
official electronic format. When the DoD FOIA program rule was revised, it included DoD component
information and removed the requirement for component supplementary rules. The DoD now has
one DoDlevel rule for the FOIA program at 32 CFR part 286 that contains all the codified
information required for the Department. Therefore, this part can be removed from the CFR. With
the finalization of the DoDlevel FOIA rule at 32 CFR part 286, the Department is eliminating the
need for this separate FOIA rule and reducing costs to the public as explained in the preamble of the
DoDlevel FOIA rule published at 83 FR 5196 5197. End Amendment Part. Remove all labels or
markings that indicate previous use or classification.It is highly recommended to disintegrate hard
disk drive storage devices in bulk lots with other storage devices. Remove all labels or markings that
indicate previous use or classification. Once power is removed, sanitization is instantaneous. 4 U
Strip Shredding or Cutting Sanitize only Smart Cards using one of the following procedures.Smart
Cards must be inserted diagonally into the strip shredder at a 45degree angle for proper
sanitization. U NOTE A CROSS CUT SHREDDER WILL NOT SANTIZE SMART CARDS.Proper
documentation is needed for media that meets the AOAP criteria and is designated for destruction.
Sanitization includes the removal of data from the storage device, as well as the removal of all
labels, markings, and activity logs. The method of sanitization varies depending upon the storage
device in question, and may include degaussing, incineration, shredding, grinding, embossing, etc.
10 Destruction and Recycling Services UNCLASSIFIED. Clearing And Declassifying Electronic Data
Storage Devices ITSG06 ii July 2006 Turnin Guidance for Disposition of Unclassified Computer Hard
Drives All rights reserved. Copyright 2006 by The McGrawHill Companies, Inc.



All rights reserved. Network and Computer Services Discovering Computers 2012. Your Interactive
Guide to the Digital World Information contained on the hard drives of retired computers must be
destroyed properly. Failure to do so can result in criminal penalties including fines and prison terms
up to 20 NOTE You are expected to attend all class meetings. Please be in the room when class
begins and be ready to participate RAM,ROM,PROM,EPROM Storage versus Memory III. Auxiliary
Storage DevicesMagnetic Tape, Hard Disk, Floppy Disk IV.Optical You re looking for an answer, but
there aren t many that are 100% reliable, can As customers Federal Regulations August 21, 1996
HIPAA Became Law October 16, 2003 Transaction Codes and Identifiers What is datassure TM.
From simple labelling Chapter 7 Storage Information Security Registered Assessors Program Guide
All rights reserved. Part Number 59911950EN Destruction White Paper The Data Media Source San
Jose, CA Data Media Source 2006 For use The risks are much greater Card processing activities
must Electronic Waste Recycling 339D2 Scope of products 339D3 Sales prohibition A NonTechnical
Guide History of the Company Infoshred began in 1993 as a division of Recyclers LLC, a South
Windsor, CT recycling business. Its creation was Appendix A presents an overview of the
composition Managing Hardware Assets. Central Processing Unit. What is a Computer System What
arrangement of computers In fact, many people erroneously look at a computer Purpose Provide
materials to inform and educate Residents in order to reach compliance regarding information
security. Audience New Residents Information This means that data must be properly cared for
during Contents Overview. 2 Secure Erase Commands. 2 1. Date Approved by Policy Number To use
this website, you must agree to our Privacy Policy, including cookie policy. Please upgrade your
browser to improve your experience. Drawer operated security eraser for cassettes and cartridges.

Deleting or overwriting files is simply not enough! The TS1 confirms the field strength of each and
every erase cycle guaranteeing complete erasure every time. Safe and secure data disposal is
critical within the military which is why the Department of Defense DOD also adheres to the
guidelines outlined out in the NSA CSS Policy Manual 912 for the destruction of classified material.
In addition, if an organization is involved in managing highly sensitive or confidential information
such as financial, medical, education, personal and legal information, they must be vigilant in how
they deal with the disposal of such information and the use of an approved degausser would be
highly recommended. We cant connect to the server for this app or website at this time. There might
be too much traffic or a configuration error. Try again later, or contact the app or website owner.
Then, we degauss the databearing devices with a concentrated magnetic force to completely over
wipe all of the information. This technique is done safely and respects the environment and the other
people in the work area by eliminating the release of toxic or other fumes in the work space. The
next step of the process is to deform the platters, which is done in an ISOcertified facility where
employees are properly protected. Industry leader, TechR2 has five international certifications and
adheres to industry standards for data destruction. The NSA also allows for shredding under the
disintegration section in the same policy noted above. The guidance states that data destructors are
to shred the platters into particles that are nominally 2 millimeters 2 millimeters equals 0.0787
inches edge length in size. We do this but do our competitors. To investigate, I entered “view what a
shredder does” into a search engine and at this link, I see this company’s image of a destroyed hard
drive, with the damaged components not anywhere close to the NSAspecified particles of 2
millimeters.

What are your particles sizes. These shredders will tell you that this larger particles are okay since
their nonNSA certified machine produces wider particles. If they cannot meet the specification,
many times, these companies just tell you that their process is okay. Bottom line, the NSA specifies
particle width because they know that data CAN be read for sizes larger than their specification.
How safe is your data now. CISO’s should read Electronic Waste Recycling Working Safely bulletin
released by the California Department of Public Health at this link. On page 2 of the document, the
dangerous particles that come from ewaste processing are categorized. I am always amazed at how



a software expert explains to us how safe shredding is to other IT professionals, when they have
spent no time working in a processing plant. I am sure their lawyers would have entirely different
response after researching the effects of metals on humans. I am equally disheartened that hospitals
and banks let workers who process ewaste stroll uncontained throughout their facilities. I wonder if
these companies know anything about Personal Protective Equipment PPE. Strike 2. Can you
imagine if the failure of these mechanisms resulted in a fire. What would you say when your
uncertified purchase caused a fire in your data center. Then, during the demonstration, a trained
engineer cut his hand on the shredded circuit board shards coming from the exit shoot. And the
most embarrassing part of the performance. That some of the databearing components came out of
their “process” whole and capable of being read.We are ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 27001, and ISO
45001 certified and use NSA certified machines guaranteed to wipe the data from your data bearing
devices.Why risk it Get started today! Call 6143222222 Our data retirement experts work hard to
learn your company’s distinct needs and determine the best endoflife solutions for your
organization’s technology. Meeting U.S.


